Derivation of the spatio-spectral Schmidt modes in spontaneous parametric down-conversion is presented assuming rotational symmetry in the transverse plane.
In Eq. (1), k a denotes a wave vector of mode a with frequency ω a . In the paraxial approximation, the plane wave with wave vector k a is usually described by its frequency ω a and transverse wave vector k ⊥ a . The signal and idler spectral negative-frequency electric-field amplitudesÊ 
Symbolh stands for the reduced Planck constant and c is the speed of light in vacuum; k a = |k a |. First, we evaluate the spatial Schmidt modes using the mutual signal-and idler-field amplitude correlation function T L :
The correlation function T L arises from the phase-matching conditions and depends on the pump-field transverse spatial spectrum
a,y and L denotes the crystal length.
To decompose the correlation function T L into the spatial Schmidt modes, 1, 2 we simplify the geometry of nonlinear interaction and assume radial symmetry in the transverse plane. Due to the radial symmetry, the Schmidt modes in the azimuthal direction are the harmonic functions [exp(imφ a )/ √ 2π] and the Schmidt modes in the radial direction [u a,ml ] can be numerically evaluated by performing the Schmidt decomposition of appropriate functions depending only on the radial wave-vector coordinates of signal and idler fields (for details, see 3 ). Using the spatial Schmidt modes, the correlation function T L is expressed as
where
In Eq. (4), λ ⊥ ml denote the Schmidt coefficients and t ⊥ is a normalization constant. We note that, in the considered type-I interaction, the pump field propagates as an extraordinary wave which results in certain anisotropy. 4, 5 For simplicity, here we omit this anisotropy.
The dual spatial Schmidt modes t s,ml and t i,ml allow us to simplify the formula for momentum operatorĜ int by introducing the following unitary transformations of the field operators,
Using these newly defined fields' operators, the first-order perturbation solution of the Schrödinger equation can be written as:
where |vac⟩ stands for the input vacuum state. The two-photon spectral amplitude F L occurring in Eq. (6) takes the form
Symbol E ∥ p denotes the pump-field spectrum and d eff is an effective nonlinear coupling constant (d eff = χ (2) /2). The spectral Schmidt decomposition of two-photon amplitude F L is written as follows 
results in the output state |ψ⟩ out written in the following simple form:
According to formula (10) the output state |ψ⟩ out is given as a quantum superposition of independent paired spatial and spectral modes. We note that there may occur degeneracy in which the signal and idler modes coincide. 6 However, in the considered non-collinear interaction geometry, the contribution of such modes is negligible. The number of transverse modes is usually large and so their Schmidt coefficients λ ⊥ ml form quasi-continuum. As a consequence, we may replace the sum over transverse modes by the following integral using a suitable probability function ρ λ :
λ ⊥ max equals to the largest Schmidt transverse coefficient λ ⊥ ml . To illustrate the behavior of spectral and spatial Schmidt modes, we consider a BBO crystal 2.7-mm long under the conditions described in the main text. We plot in Fig. 1 their intensity profiles for the first three spectral modes f s,q and the first three radial modes u s,ml for the azimuthal number m = 0. In general, a q-th (l-th) spectral (spatial radial) mode has q − 1 minima in its profile. Also, the larger the number q (l) the more extended the mode profile is. The probability function ρ λ of the Schmidt transverse coefficients and the Schmidt spectral coefficients λ ∥ q for the considered crystal are plotted in Fig. 2 . More details can be found in. 
